
Bayou View Middle School – Weekly Lesson Plans

Teacher: Comer/Ladner/Parker Week of: August 10-14, 2021 Subject: ELA-8

Classroom News/Due Dates:

I-Ready Reading Diagnostic this week

Homework (Lesson 3 Part 5 from workbook) is due on Friday

August 17- DCA (mixed practice test 1) students will be tested on central idea, inference, objective summary, and citing evidence.

Day/Date

Bell Work

Focus

Standard(s)
(“The student will…”)

Procedures
TI = Teacher Input, M = Modeling, GP = Guided Practice, IP = Independent Practice

SM = Student Modeling TTW = “The teacher will…” TSW = “The students will…”

Assessment
Observation, Activities

Project, Quiz, Unit

Test, DCA, etc.

ClosureBell

Schedule

Monday

ACT Sentence

Fragment

Practice Sheet

Mindful

Monday:

I Wish My

Teacher Knew

(RI.8.1) Cite the

textual evidence

that most strongly

supports an

analysis of what

the text says

explicitly, as well

as inferences

drawn from the

text.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Video in slideshow

Lesson 3 Part 5

DCA August 17

8/10 TTW introduce this week’s focus standard (Cite the textual evidence that most strongly

supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly, as well as an analysis of what the

text says explicitly, as well as inferences drawn from the text).

TTW discuss the terminology used within the standard and help students break down

the standard into terms they can understand.

TTW introduce I-Ready Lesson 3 Part 1 using this week’s slideshow.

TSW follow along as the teacher models the skills necessary to complete parts 1 and 2.

TSW copy the teacher’s modeled answers onto their I-Ready Workbook pages for

Lesson 3.

Students are expected to retain all I-Ready Workbook Activities in the “Reading”

section of their ELA binder.

Text Vocabulary: Interact, Earnest, Aurora

Academic Vocabulary: Textual Evidence, Analysis, Explicit, Inference, Cite

Tuesday
(RI.8.1) Cite the

textual evidence

that most strongly

supports an

analysis of what

the text says

explicitly, as well

as inferences

drawn from the

text. .

ANTICIPATORY SET: Video in slideshow

Lesson 3 Part 5

DCA August 17

Do not forget

that Lesson 3

Part 5 is

independent

work to be

completed as

homework and

turned in at the

start of class

on Friday.

8/11
TTW prompt students to explain the standard for this week in their own words and

recap what was discussed the prior day.

Lesson 3 Part 3

Lesson 3 Part 4

TTW remind students that they have an I-Ready diagnostic tomorrow and should come

to class prepared and ready (bring headphones, get a good night’s sleep, eat a healthy

breakfast, etc.)

Wednesday

Review ACT

Sentence

Fragment

Practice Sheet

numbers 1-3

(RI.8.1) Cite the

textual evidence

that most strongly

supports an

analysis of what

the text says

explicitly, as well

ANTICIPATORY SET: TTW Introduce/Remind students of the norms and expectations

of taking an I-Ready diagnostic:

-Silence

-Headphones in and on

-Work carefully and DO NOT RUSH

-I-Ready diagnostic data is critical, it is used to determine class placements, lesson

plans, tutoring, etc.



as inferences

drawn from the

text.

-Inform students that if they are flagged by I-Ready for having “rushed” the

diagnostic, they will be required to take it again.

8/12

Thursday

(RI.8.1) Cite the

textual evidence

that most strongly

supports an

analysis of what

the text says

explicitly, as well

as inferences

drawn from the

text.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Video/Slideshow

8/13 TTW review expectations and norms for classroom behavior

TTW introduce today’s lesson using a slideshow.

TTW hand out instructions for the activity they will be completing over the next two

days (The Trial of Spongebob Squarepants).

TSW read about a tragic event that has recently occurred in the fictional world of

Bikini Bottom.

TTW explain that students are going to be placed in collaborative work groups to review

evidence and prepare a “case” regarding spongebob’s guilt or innocence in a recent

crime.

TTW provide students with their teacher-selected collaborative groups and explain that

two groups are going to be tasked with working on the defense of SpongeBob

Squarepants and two groups will work on creating a case against SpongeBob

Squarepants.

TTW explain that all groups will be presenting their evidence the following day, in order

to attempt to prove the guilt or innocence of Spongebob.

Friday

Review ACT

Practice Sheet

numbers 4-6

(RI.8.1) Cite the

textual evidence

that most strongly

supports an

analysis of what

the text says

explicitly, as well

as inferences

drawn from the

text.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Video/Slideshow

August 17- Students

will take their first

DCA.

8/14

TTW remind students that they need to turn in their Lesson 3 Part 5 Homework before

beginning the Spongebob Squarepants activity.

TTW remind students of expectations and norms for classroom behavior and assist the

groups with getting into their appropriate groups if needed.

TSW take turns presenting their evidence and explaining their case for or against

SpongeBob Squarepants.

Differentiation (Striving):
After grading Lesson 2, Part 5- students who are found to have struggled may complete one of the following activities for intervention/support:

-Identify Importance in a Text  (I-Ready Teacher Toolbox, Tools for Scaffolding Comprehension-Grade 8)
-Practice Strategies to Summarize  (I-Ready Teacher Toolbox, Tools for Scaffolding Comprehension-Grade 8)
-Synthesize Ideas in a Summary  (I-Ready Teacher Toolbox, Tools for Scaffolding Comprehension-Grade 8)

Learning Groups who need more support with the current Lesson (Lesson 3) may complete one of the following interventions/scaffolding activities:

-Cite Textual Evidence to Support Inferences in Informational Text (I-Ready Teacher Toolbox, Tools for Scaffolding Comprehension-Grade 8)
-Cite Textual Evidence to Support Inferences in Informational Text  (I-Ready Teacher Toolbox, Tools for Scaffolding Comprehension-Grade 6 [Spiderman Articles/Activities])

Differentiation (Thriving):

CommonLit 360 Curriculum 9th Grade RI.9.1-RI.9.3



https://www.commonlit.org/en/units/the-science-of-branding-why-we-buy/unit_overview

Early Finishers (all):

I-Ready Reading Lesson/Diagnostic
Read a book silently
Reading Review Task Cards
Football Article of the Week and Quiz


